This tutorial will show you how to use databases from EBSCO.
The first page always provides you with search boxes and ways to limit your search. You can also choose more than one database to search.
The pull-down boxes next to the search term boxes can be changed. All Text Fields will get you a good number of results.
Your result page will provide you with a section of boxes on the left side of the page that will help you limit your results.
Here are some good ways to use limiters.

1. Limit to Scholarly/Peer Reviewed
2. Use date to get recent criticism
3. Use subject list to focus your results
Some articles will have HTML or PDF links. However, some articles will have the following message: “Check for Full Text Sources”. Click the link. Frequently, the article may be available in print or online in another database.

Franz Kafka, Metamorphosis, and the Holocaust

By: Stine, Peter; Witness, 2004; 18 (2): 326-344. (Journal Article)

Subjects: 1900-1999; Jewish writers; metamorphosis; alienation; guilt; consciousness; animals; the Holocaust; antisemitism; literature, Prague; Kafka, Franz; fiction; prose

Check for Full Text Sources
Another great way to find more resources is clicking the title of an article on your results page and using the subject terms listed below the title to find more articles.